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1. Character Concept. Discuss with your GM and the Party. This is important as your GM 
may have a setting in mind that prevents you from selecting certain options, such as  
no magic (none of the magic classes), or low-tech (no technomancers) and so on.

2. Talent distribution. The talents are the basis of your character. In Aniventure, they act 
 as both your stats and skills, and go on to affect your dice pools. They are: 

Technique, Fortitude, Health, Accuracy, Evasion, Recovery, Prowess,                      
 Cunning, Acumen, Logic, Acuity, Empathy, Mien, Style and Glamour.
 If you would like details on what each of these do, please look at pages 52-54. 
 => The Human Average is considered to be 20 Points.
 You now need to allocate talents. There are two ways to do this. It can be done via 
 the Standard Array (quicker, goto 2a.) or Points Buy (higher customisation, goto 2b.). If you 
 have not created Aniventure Characters before, it’s best to use the Standard Array. 
2a.  Using the Standard Array. This gives you the following 15 numbers to place: 

[60 / 60 / 50 / 50 / 50 / 40 / 40 / 40 / 40 / 40 / 30 / 30 / 20 / 20 / 20]
 Place each of the numbers into a Talent. The final total of the above standard array 
 is identical to using Points Buy, so there is no penalty in using either method. The 
 Standard Array merely allows you to use an even spread of talents across the board 
 with no glaring weaknesses. You will also qualify for 5 different auras (see page 7). 
 Once you have assigned all of the numbers, you can proceed to step 3. 
2b.  Using Points Buy. This gives you 500 points to place into, and customise your Talents. 
 Before using Points Buy, you Start with 10 in Each of the 15 Talents (half human             
 average), and build from there, spending your pool of 500. Initially, this in on a 1:1 
 basis, however, a Talent which goes over 40 (Hence, twice human average) costs 
 double per point bought. Therefore going from 40 => 50 costs 20 of your points, 
 rather than 10. Following this trend, it costs treble to reach over 60, and quadruple to 
 go over 80. If the GM wishes to institute a statistical cap during points buy, 60 is best. 
 Common purchase amounts are summarised in the below table:

 This table illustrates the rising costs as you go beyond twice human average (it  
 typically becomes unfeasible to have talents over 65 due to the large cost).  
 For Talents at 50 or over, you will qualify for talent based auras (see page 7 or 67). 
 Once you have finished with your distribution of 500 points, proceed to step 3. 
3. Choose your Anime Class. This gives you 

Your Base Dicepools. 
Gives +5 to two ‘prime’ Talents. Apply these two bonuses immediately. 
Three Disciplines of Powers. You gain a discount on powers bought from these. 
A Class unique Super-Power; chosen from a choice of two. (see pages 76-78) 
If the GM is using the optional ruling for further class distinctions, you may gain 
an additional benefit here. 

 The Class is core to your character, as it gives you a basis from which to expand your 
 concept, though Aniventure allows you considerable customisation leeway after this 
 base. To learn more about the classes and what each of them do, go to page 25. 
 Alternatively, you can also check the quick class summary table on page 9. 
 Once you have selected, and applied relevant statistics, proceed to Step 4. 

Talent % 10 20 30 40 45 50 55 60 65

Total Cost 
(from 10 => X) 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 85 
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4. Choose an Age Category. You age determines your base height, your CP 
 (character picks), which are spent on the rest of character creation), and you also 
 gain an age related bonus and possibly a penalty. Older characters have both 
 more CP to spend, and more Quality Points (allowing them to start at a higher level), 
 but younger characters get better bonuses and have more potential. See below: 

5. Character Looks Customisation stage. Use your Character Picks here. There are    
several required choices and some options. CP allows you to have the precise look 
that you want, and in Aniventure, appearance is important, as it affects talents. 

5a. (Optional) Alter your Height                                                                                                               
You can do so by spending CP. Each 1 CP spent allows you to add an extra 6 inches 

 of height and also gives +2 Endurance. The same applies in inverse (can lose 6 
 inches for +1 CP but -2 Endurance). Minimum height is 4 Ft, and maximum is 7 Ft.

If you are now 4’ 6” or less, you lose -1 Parry Dice but gain +1 Dodge Dice.  
If you are more than 6’ 1”, you lose -10 Evasion, but gain +10 Mien. 

5b. Choose Physique. Gives a slight alteration to your talents. (No Cost)

* = You can’t ever buy Fanservice (from Magnetism) unless you also select the ‘Jail-Bait’ Personality Package later. 
** = Due to these penalties, your starting Health & Mien Talents must be 21 or greater (or you’ve already died from old age!). 

Loli / Shota 
(8-13) 

Bishoujo / Bishounen 
(14-19) 

Danjo
(20-39) 

Chuunen 
(40-64) 

Nenpai 
(65+) 

Base Height: 4 Ft. Base Height: 5 Ft. Base Height: 5 Ft. Base Height: 5 Ft. Base Height: 4 Ft. 
4 Character Picks 5 Character Picks 5 Character Picks 5 Character Picks 6 Character Picks 
20 Quality Points 35 Quality Points 50 Quality Points 90 Quality Points 125 Quality Points 

Kid Penalty:
-1 Attack Dice 
-1 Shoot Dice 

Cannot ever buy  
Fanservice* 

Teenage Penalty:
None 

Adult Penalty
None 

Middle age Penalty
-5 Endurance 

-5 Chikara 

Old age Penalty**
-20 Endurance 

-20 Chikara 

Choose Kid Bonus:
+2 Dodge Dice 

~OR~ +20 Chikara 

Teenage Bonus:
+5 Glamour 

AND +5 Chikara 

Adult Bonus:
+5 Endurance 

Middle age Bonus:
+5 Cunning 

Old age Bonus:
+10 Logic 

AND +10 Acuity 

Anorexic Curvaceous Balanced Fit Butch Overweight

+5 Glamour 
-2 Recovery 

+3 Glamour +3 Recovery +3 Prowess +5 Prowess 
-2 Logic 

+5 Health 
-2 Prowess 

Apparently good 
for models? 

Trimmed and lean, 
but still healthy. 

A decent ratio of 
looks and muscle. 

A nice set of sporty 
muscles all over... 

A few too many 
bench-presses... 

A few too many 
takeouts...  
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5c. Choose Hair Length. Gives a slight alteration to your talents. (No Cost)

5d. (Optional) Purchase Special Hair Features. Each costs 1 CP and gives further slight    
alterations to your talents. Buy no more than two. (and each only once) 

5e. (Optional) Purchase Special Eye Features. Each costs 1 CP. Buy no more than two. 

5f. (If you’re 13 or under, skip this step) Choose Cup Size (if Female) or Muscle (if Male). 
 This may cost CP, or it may not, depending on what you choose.  

6. (Optional) Choose Archetype Packages, and a Personality Package. Archetypes 
 give talent, aura, power & dicepool bonuses. Personality usually gives an extra 
 means to restore Chikara through role-playing your personality. Most packages 
 have certain pre-requisites to meet before you can select them, however. The first
 Archetype and Personality are free. It costs 3 CP to buy extras. See Pages 12-24. 
7. Calculate Talents and Dicepools, given your bases and your above choices. 
8. Choose Ego & Persona. By now, you’ve probably figured out your characters          
 aspirations. Whether they strive for power, justice, indulgence or discovery, this is 
 shown through the Ego (what you truly desire) and Persona (what others perceive 
 you as wanting, or what you think you want). Check out the Aspirations table. What 
 you choose determines which of the 4 Qualities you use, from Glory, Dread, Love 
 and Repute. These in turn determine how your character progresses as they              
 become stronger. See Page 10 for summary tables, or Page 68 for full rules. 
9. Assign Quality Points into Qualities. You may be able to instantly level up, gaining 
 bonuses to talents. Your level also determines your available Power Points (PP). 
10. Choose Powers. Your current level in qualities shows how many PP you have to use. 
 Remember that your class/archetype gives you discounts. Powers start on page 95. 
11. Revise and Polish it up. Figure out anything left. This includes: 

Final Endurance, Chikara and your Injury Threshold. 
Starting Fan-Loyalty is zero, except at GM discretion (Creating a Back-History, 
Picture, etc. might give starting Fan-Power). 
Choose 1 Aura to Manifest, from those available. 

Kawaii
(cute) 

Huuge Squint Heterochromia
(mismatching colours) 

Big Glasses
(or bottle-caps) 

+3 Glamour +3 Empathy +3 Mien +3 Cunning +3 Logic 

Odd Colour
(or colours) 

+2 Any Talent 

Little Glasses

+3 Accuracy 

Ironing Board Grapes Oranges Melons Watermelons

Hourglass Figure Angular Toned Ripped Macho

+5 Chikara 
You cannot buy 
Fanservice ever 

+1 Chikara COSTS 1 CP
+3 Glamour 

COSTS 2 CP
+4 Glamour 

Get Fanservice Tier I 

COSTS 4 CP
+5 Glamour 

Get Fanservice Tier II 

Female

Male

Benefit
&Cost

Weird Colour Spiky Twintails Ponytail Top Knot

+1 Mien, Style 
and Glamour 

+3 Mien
(Male only) 

+3 Mien 
(Female only) 

+3 Acumen +3 Technique 

Funky Ribbon

+2 Any Talent 

Antennae

+3 Acuity 

Pigtails Very Straight Afro Plaits/Weave Mullet

+3 Empathy +3 Evasion +3 Style +3 Prowess +3 Fortitude 

Messy Mop

+3 Accuracy 

Curly/Wavy

+3 Glamour 

Shaved Cropped Short Shoulder Length To the Lower Back To the Feet

+2 Mien +1 Mien, +1 Style +2 Style +1 Style, +1 Glamour +2 Glamour 
Hair is for sissies. Practical and easy. For those shampoo ads. Who’s a bishie now? Impractical, but cute. 
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Personality Packages
Archetype Requirements Benefits
Adamantium Balls
(Courage is fine. But 
charging the minigun 
is not courage…)  

Must have Logic of less than 25 Whenever you take a totally ludicrous, 
obvious risk to life and sanity, and yet still 
succeed, you can regain 20 Chikara. 

All the worlds 
against me!!
(Yeah, yeah. Drama 
queen...)

Must have Style of at least 20 Whenever your predictions that the 
world is coming to an end and that the 
toaster really is evil turn out to be true, 
you can regain 20 Chikara. 

Attention Deficit
(Bletch! Sorry, please 
go over the mission 
again, I missed it.)

Must have Acuity of less than 25 Whenever you completely zone out 
and have no clue as to what you’re  
doing, and yet succeed anyway, you 
can regain 20 Chikara. 

Born Celeb
(I’m so pretty, I literally 
sparkle!)

Must have Glamour of at least 
30

Whenever your vanity, preening, and 
self important attitude somehow     
manage to help everyone in the party 
succeed, you can regain 20 Chikara. 

Cassandra
(Doom is coming.  
No-one ever listens!)

Must have Empathy of at least 
25

Whenever people ignore your advice, 
to their own personal peril, you can    
regain 20 Chikara. 

C-C-Confidence
Issues
(I-I-I-I t-think that I 
would like that?)

Must have a Mien of less than 
25. 

Whenever you actually manage to 
come out of your shell and show your 
amazing innate courage and beauty, 
you can regain 20 Chikara. 

Childhood 
Prodigy
(You’re advanced!)

Must be under 13. You gain +1 extra CP. 

Compulsive 
Glomper
(You can’t help it…) 

No Requirements You have a tendency to greet people 
with violent flying tackle hugs. Any time 
you manage to do so (and are not 
dodged), you Daze the person and 
deal 5 damage to them, but may          
personally restore 10 Chikara. 

Crazed Capitalist
(Money is everything 
to you. You’d sell your 
own family for a profit 
given opportunity) 

Must have a Cunning of at least 
30. 

You love shiny coins and wheeling and 
dealing. Whenever your crazy desire for 
shiny things and cash somehow helps 
the party succeed, you may restore 20 
Chikara.  

Dejikko
(‘Airhead’ doesn’t 
even begin to        
describe YOU…) 

Must have Cunning OR                  
Empathy of less than 20. 

Whenever you critically fail (botch) a 
Cunning or Empathy roll, you may         
regain 10 Chikara. 

Dere-Dere
(People just seem to 
want to hug you for 
no reason…)

Must have a Glamour of at 
least 30. 

When you use a sorrowful Isei-Jikoshuji      
Power, your emotional vulnerability 
means your Glamour goes up by +30 for 
the duration of the power. 
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The ‘Stacks’ Dice System 
Aniventure Version 5 uses ten-sided dice to determine tests of skill and chance. 
However, they are used in two different ways.  

First of all is the unique ‘Stacks’ system, which is typically used for opposed checks. 
Characters have ten different dice pools for this purpose, which are: Attack Dice, 
Shoot Dice, Parry Dice, Evasion Dice, Incant Dice, Deception Dice, Perception 
Dice, Charm Dice, Resolve Dice and Clash Dice. As one may gather from the 
names, these pools are usually used for combative or otherwise opposed              
purposes. A pool represents how many dice you throw for an appropriate check. 

Example: The Attack Dice pool is given 1 additional dice for each 15 points of 
Technique. Most pools also gain a bonus from your Anime Class. Hence, if I had a 
class bonus of 2 and 45 Technique, I would have an Attack Dice pool of 5,          
showing that whenever I made a melee attack, I would roll 5 dice. 

When rolling a Stacks check, one is always on the look out for PAIRS. A pair is a 
success. Not rolling a single matching pair indicates that the action has failed.  

It is also important to take note of value of the pairs you roll. Why is this important? 
Well, in most circumstances, a Stacks check is opposed (or ‘challenged’) by      
another Player or Non Player character, whereupon the values of the pairs might 
be compared. 

The Values of Pairs: Efficiency ~Versus~ Effort
In its raw essence, a low pair, like 1/1 or 2/2, indicates that you’ve completed the 
action in a swift and highly efficient manner. However, a high pair, like 8/8 or 9/9, 
shows a dedication to details and high technical precision.  

In other words, low is fast, high is strong. Therefore, there are no ‘bad’ rolls in a 
stacks check, as both low & high numbers have their own merits. 

To use a sword attack as an analogy, a 1/1 attack shows a quick cut that wastes 
no time or distance in closing a straight line into your foe. It is quick and efficient, 
made with such alacrity that dodging out of the way is almost an impossibility. It is 
however lacking in power and fairly easy to predict, and a carefully buckled 
down foe could parry the attack aside with little effort. 

On the other hand, a 9/9 attack shows an impressive, almost beautiful sweep, full 
of feints or raw power, with a trajectory precisely calculated before impact. It is 
slow, but has immense strength behind it at just the right moment. It could be 
dodged quite easily, but a foe trying to resist its effects would likely have their 
guard crushed from its extreme pressure. 

Of special note is the 10 or 0 shown on your dice. A 10/10 or 0/0 (depends on 
what the dice manufacturer prints there!) is a critical. It at all times counts as the 
number most desirable to you out of Zero and Ten (hence, with the above sword 
fighting example, this kind of pair shows an attack that is both faster than 1/1 but 
also stronger than 9/9!!)  
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How does combat work?
Combat in Aniventure works primarily through the Stacks dice system in a manner 
somewhat resembling other Role Playing games. However, there are certain 
things which are notably different here. They are outlined below. 

Positioning and Distance (or the lack thereof) in Aniventure
Aniventure has no concept of foot-speed, positioning, or distance, even when it 
comes to combat. It is, after all, not a tactical strategy game where players mull 
moves over a grid. Many Role-Playing games think to introduce this, but it is this 
authors thought that an RPG can be just as effective without it. 

Additionally, it fits the source material. In most anime combat scenes, the hero 
might be able to close ludicrous distance to hit his foe in one scene, and be stuck 
doing a static run on the spot in the next. Anime characters rarely care for gravity, 
physics, cover, and sensibility of tactics, especially when executing FMV attacks 
or doing transformation sequences and such like (where the background may 
even disappear!). Hence, positioning only matters if the GM says it matters (or if 
powers say it matters). It is usually an afterthought, so players who normally enjoy 
playing back-line characters must be careful if no other character has the skills to 
defend them. 

Time Freeze
In the same way that combat in Aniventure pays no heed to the three dimensions 
of space, it also ignores the fourth dimension of time as well. In a way that partly 
resembles some video-game RPG’s, time effectively freezes for Aniventure’s   
combat. The length of a round or turn is irrelevant and variable, since the amount 
of things that could happen in a space of time vary wildly, especially given all of 
the clashes and interrupts that can occur (see below). 

Clashing with opponents
The purpose of a players turn is naturally to take an action that benefits them. 
One of the main restrictions Aniventure does impose is that you make only a      
single action during your turn. However, all actions invite reactions, and quite     
often you can react during someone else’s turn by Clashing with them. 

Most obviously, you’ll want to react to attacks flying your way. Trying to Dodge or 
Parry an attack requires you to Clash. Your first Clash in each round is free, but  
attempting to Clash multiple times requires Chikara expenditure (5 each time). 

Nevertheless, whilst you have the energy and inclination to do so, Clashing allows 
you to take a limitless number of reactive moves in a round (though still once a 
turn). Protectively minded players can use this to help a comrade in distress. Those 
with offensive inclinations might use the opportunities to counter attack. 

Clashing requires a unique type of dicepool roll if you’re interrupting another   
persons action to change the results, BUT you can always Clash without a roll if it 
involves protecting yourself.  

For Clashes not involving Defending yourself personally, you’ll also need a specific 
power (like Offensive Support) to involve yourself, showing training in reactions. 
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POWERS SUMMARY 
Discipline Quick Description

Aegis Powers of protection, defence and stamina. 

Agility Powers of speed and quickness. 

Blademastery Abilities for attacking with melee weapons. 

Bodily Nexus Abilities for attacking unarmed & body buffs. 

Cute Sidekick Have a strong, powerful sidekick. 

Destiny Inversion Screw with dicerolls and fate. 

Deadeye Shot Abilities for attacking with ranged weapons. 

Favoured By

Protector, Retainer 

Kensai, Magister, Ninja 

Kensai, Protector, Samurai 

Hengyokai, Martial Artist 

Avatar, Creature Trainer, Idol 

Espion, Sharpshooter 

NONE

Page

96

98

100

107

112

114

119

Type

Free Select 

Free Select 

Tiered

Tiered

Special

Tiered

Free Select 

121 Ecofinity Free Select Powers of nature, healing and environment. Creature Trainer, Kan’nushi, Witch 

160 Sneaky Bastard Free Select Powers of deception and hiding. Espion, Ninja 

158 Requisition Special Powers of society, wealth and equipment. Mecha Pilot, Sharpshooter 

154 Pocket Dimension Free Select Powers of transdimensional storage. Protector, Sharpshooter, Technomancer 

156 Regeneration Free Select Powers of healing, recovery and endurance. Hengyokai, Kan’nushi, Retainer 

150 Majesty Special Command and recruit legions of followers. Idol, Samurai 

125 Fighting Flair Free Select Powers to increase your offensive capability. Desperado, Kensai, M. Artist, Samurai 

123 Erudition Free Select Powers of learning, mimicry and scholarship. Magister, Scholar, Technomancer 

127 Form Shift Magic Change your form or embrace your heritage. Hengyokai, Witch 

148 Magnetism Free Select Powers of charm and sexual prowess. Desperado, Idol, Mecha Pilot 

134 Insight Free Select Powers of awareness, sense and perception. Mecha Pilot, Scholar 

138 Isei Jikoshuji Free Select Powers of angst and amazing egotism. NONE

140 Magisterium Magic Magic of forces, energy and reality rewriting. Magister

176 Unfettered Free Select Powers of ignoring the fundament. Avatar, Desperado, Ninja 

178 Witchery Magic Magic of curses, contracts and destruction. Witch 

162 Spiritualism Magic Magic of elements, spirits, and astral shaping Kan’nushi

170 Stupendous Dodge Free Select Powers of dodging, evasion and cover. Creature Trainer, Espion, Martial Artist 

174 Technomancy Free Select Powers of technology and super mechanics. Technomancer

172 Symbiotic Power Special Draw power from a symbiotic bond. Avatar, Retainer 

SIMPLE 
1 PP 

NOVICE 
2 PP 

SKILLED 
3 PP 

ADEPT 
4 PP 

EXPERT
6 PP 

MASTER 
8 PP 

Reminders
A power needs PP to use according to its level. Favoured powers are treated as one level lower on the scale. 

You can have a maximum of 12 powers total only (not including Superpower). 
Unless specified otherwise, you can only have ONE instance of any individual power. 
If a power has an effect contrary to usual rules, follow the power. If something is ambiguous, you GM is the 
final arbitrator of what is and isn’t possible.
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BLADEMASTERY 

Blademastery is a special, tiered power, which is 
sorted in sub-categories based on different types of 
weapon and different stances of melee attack.

You -can- choose to purchase any tier from any 
sub category as you like. Simply pay the PP 
cost as per normal for that level of power       
complexity, and learn it as normal. 
Some of the stances have Simple level powers. 
These are typically Basic Attacks. You can
choose to purchase these as per normal by 
spending the requisite 1 PP. 
However, whenever you possess at least one 
other power from that stance, you will ALWAYS 
automatically obtain the first tiers power at the 
same time IF it is a Simple level power. 
This is normally more cost efficient in the long 
run, especially when selecting a Novice power 
is the trigger to get it for free. 
As per usual, if Blademastery is a favoured
discipline for you, you count the powers as
being 1 level simpler. (like a Novice power turns 
into a Simple one). Simple powers cannot
become any lower, however, and remain at the 
1 PP requirement. It is hence even more          
efficient for you to get them for free, in this case. 
In order to actually use a specific weapon in 
conjunction with your Attack Dice, you must 
have an applicable Basic Attack Power. 

There are 12 different Blademastery Sub-Categories: 
Tengoken (The Heavens Blade)
One-handed sword wielded in overhead stance two-handed for 
additional power. 

Hayagen (The Speed Stance)
Standard stance for One-handed sword, knife, hand-axe, and 
suchlike. Good for many foes. 

Iaikoru (The Perfect Draw)
For any sheathed weapon, focuses on the draw and sheath for  
attacks with supreme alacrity. 

Nibaigara (The Double Pattern)
For dual-wielding light weapons of any type, it is versatile and  
covers many kinds of assault. 

Rimen-Tsuda (The Heavy Reverse)
For wielders of large and oversized weapons. It focuses on         
immense power attacks. 

Kogatana Kuchizuki (The Kiss of Knives)
For protégées of knife-fighting and assassination with off-hand  
concealable weaponry. 

Yari Oderu (The Spear Dance)
For wielders of one and two handed polearms and spears. Its 
motions are adept at locking down foes. 

Funsai Konboo (The Club of Crushing)
For those users of crushing and bludgeoning weapons of all 
types, from Clubs to Warhammers. It is an art good for stunning. 

Fukiwakeru Ono (The Axe of Winnowing)
For wielders of heavy chopping implements. It is a slow style, but 
one that excels at breaking past parries and guards. 

Farankusu (Phalanx Fighting)
For those with a protective, defensive mindset, it encourages 
careful sword or spear use in combination with a shield. 

Fenshingu (Western Fencing)
For wielders of rapiers and foils. It is an art which excels in stylish, 
defensive swordplay. Great for parrying and flourishes. 

Kenkizuna (Blade Bond)
For any blademastery user whom develops a deep skill and union 
with their individual and particular weapon type. 

To a true blademaster, the blade takes on new 
meanings of power. In their hands, it transforms from a 
mere sheet of metal into a seemingly living, breathing 
aspect of destruction. A blademasters single motion is 
the epitome of efficiency, and when they stop moving, 
all that is left is clink of their sheath with only the rain of 
blood to accompany it. This broad power actually 
covers all varieties of melee weapon combat. 

Favoured by: Kensai, Protector, Samurai. 
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     Tengoken 
(The Heavens Blade)

One-handed sword wielded in
overhead stance two-handed

for power. 

I. Slash Down 
Simple  Basic Attack Power 
A simple downward cutting attack.

II. Imbued Strike
Novice  Attack Power 
With brief meditation, your blade becomes sharper, 
imbued with vital energy, ready to cut anything. 
Spend 10 Chikara. Make a Slash Down. Add 1 extra 
Attack Dice to your dicepool for this attack for each 20 
Empathy you have. 

III. Rock Splitting Blade
Adept  Attack Power 
With focus, your blade becomes a diamond edge of 
destruction, ready to cleave even the earth asunder. 
Spend 10 Chikara. Make a Slash Down. Each pair you 
roll deals an additional 2 damage. The final attack 
deals an extra 15 damage if it was against an object. 

IV. Swallow Cutter
Expert  Attack Power 
To trap the swallow, you must do as Sasaki Kojiro did, 
and make three cuts that become as one. Not even 
the most skilled can dodge a blow that comes thrice. 
Spend 30 Chikara. Make a Slash Down, but roll your 
pool three times, taking the most desirable. You may 
choose after the opponent makes their defence roll. If 
you Guard Crush with Swallow Cutter, an additional
7 damage is added to the final damage total. 

V. Falling Meteor Slash
Master  Attack Power 
Your blade is from heaven. It connects to the stars  
and brings their fury to the earth. This is a slash that
represents the true heart of this style. 
Spend 30 Chikara. Make a Slash Down. The attack 
gains the Overwhelming quality. Additionally, if you roll 
a 3 number straight (like 1,2,3), that result counts as a
Critical (10/10) for the purposes of this attack. 

Hayagen
(The Speed Stance)
Standard stance for One-handed  
sword, knife, hand-axe, and such.
Good for many foes. 

I. Cut Swiftly 
Simple  Basic Attack Power 
A basic cutting swing, made with alacrity.

II. Sword Rain
Novice  Attack Power 
Your sword is the wind which carries your wrath, and 
its rain stings as acid. 
Spend 5 Chikara. Make a Cut Swiftly. Add 1 extra   
Attack Dice to your dicepool for this attack. Your 
weapon also becomes Swift for the duration of this 
attack, if it was not already. 

III. Vengeance Strike
Skilled  Counterattack Power 
You punish the foe for making you bleed, responding 
with a strike quicker than the eye can follow. 
You can choose to not defend yourself from an attack. 
If you do, and you are hit and damaged by the foe, you 
can spend 5 Chikara and immediately counterattack 
with Cut Swiftly now. This does not count as an
Interrupt for the purposes of additional Chikara costs. 

IV. Cleaving Takedown
Expert  Attack Power 
As one foe falls, another meets your fastest blade... 
If you drop a foe with any Hayagen attack, you can 
spend 10 Chikara. If you do, you can immediately
interrupt yourself, and use Cut Swiftly against another 
valid target. You can only use this once per round. 

V. Hyper Trace
Master  Attack Power 
Your blade is lightning. You are both here, then there. 
Between stands only the cut foe, their last thought to 
lament in their own foolishness for challenging you. 
Spend 20 Chikara. Make a Cut Swiftly. It becomes 
Strong, and a Hyper Trace is so fast that it cannot be 
Dodged or Parried, not even by a Stupendous Dodge 
user with Bone Cracking Back Flip. 
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POCKET DIMENSION 
The idea of transdimensional storage space is hardly a 
new concept, but can be an awfully practical (and many 
cases hilarious) ability for the character to utilise, 
allowing them to pull a specific signature item out from 
no-where at whim, and as they get more skilled, allows 
them to access more items, rummage around for useful 
things in the dimension of lost stuff, and even create 
limited portals and access huge acres of storage space.

Favoured by: Protector, Sharpshooter, Technomancer 

Power Details/Rank/Description Power Effects

Signature Item
Novice  Power 

You have a certain item that is so beloved that you can never 
seem to lose or misplace it, it is always with you. 

Choose any Non-Combat object that is no more than
1M³ in size and 5 Kg in weight. You can summon this 
object as an Action. It is always the same object, so 
you’ll have to maintain it if such is required. Things like 
Tool Kits, Combs, Spanners, Cigarette Lighters, Bottles 
of Sake or Hammers are popular. As long as you are not 
Cuffed or Shackled, you may summon your Signature 
Item At-Will for no cost, regardless of circumstances. 

Big Pocket
Novice  Power 

There’s a lot of space in his trousers, if you know what I mean... 

You have a personal storage space of 1M³ with no 
weight limit that is anchored to an actual pocket or some 
other place you can plunge your entire hand into and yet 
also carry around (bags, coats, afro’s, the front of your 
trousers, etc., although GM is the final arbitrator of what 
is okay as an Anchor). It costs 5 Chikara and uses an 
Action each time you wish to stow or retrieve an item.

Where do you keep that?
Skilled  Power Upgrade 

Your Big Pocket is actually just HUUUGE! 

This power upgrades Big Pocket. You can now store 
2M³ of items; AND can also spend 10 Chikara to change 
the anchor to a different object as an action. 

I just so happen to have one!
Skilled  Power 

You pocket breaks through into the dimension of lost things, and 
quite often you can find something you need with a rummage. 

You learn a limited form of summoning of objects by 
rummaging in the dimension of lost stuff.
Spend 10 Chikara and make an Acumen roll as an 
Action, stating what you want to find.  
Success = You get it, but its never in perfect condition or  
it’s a related, but not quite right object. 
Critical Success = You get exactly what you wanted, 
and its in perfectly good nick. Take solace in the fact 
that someone, somewhere, is fuming about losing it. 
Failure = You pull out some trash. Smelly! 
Botch = You pull out something dangerous (a rusty knife 
stabs you) or humiliating (a porno mag, picture of an 
allies girlfriend) instead. 
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MAGNETISM 
In Anime, some characters just seem to ooze charm 
and sex appeal, rounding up swarms of the opposite 
sex who typically end up fighting one another for the 
characters affections, and usually, these characters are 
also masters of style, with attractiveness powered by 
their impetuous confidence that borders on arrogance.
However, this is not always the case, as highly unlikely 
and seemingly unattractive people can also work 
shocking miracles with the aid of this power… 

Favoured by: Desperado, Idol, Mecha Pilot. 

Power Details/Rank/Description Power Effects

I’m Sooo Gorgeous!
Novice  Talent Boost 

Well, part of being glamorous is acting like a spoilt brat, I guess... 

Permanently gain +5 Glamour. 

And I Got Da Moves!
Novice  Talent Boost 

But… if your mind-altering sexual prowess makes up for it, then... 

You gain 30 Chikara for performing any sexual activity 
with another person. However, your partner in the act 
then becomes Dazed for 24 hours afterwards. 

Fanservice
Variable  Power 

You excel in turning deadly hits into near misses that show off 
your undergarments, muscles or cleavage. This practice allows 
you have more battle endurance than usual, but the process is 

hell on your wardrobe. Nevertheless, true masters can even turn 
this to their advantage: torn useless rags are also very appealing 

to the squealing core of fanboys and/or fangirls.

You may gain Fanservice during character creation.
It has Five Tiers. Choose one if you buy it with PP.  
(1- Novice, 2- Skilled, 3- Adept, 4- Expert, 5- Master)
Fanservice gives you Temporary Endurance points from 
merely wearing clothes. Clothes normally provide no 
benefit, and are technically invulnerable under normal 
circumstances. Higher tiers also have further benefits. 
At 1st Tier, this amount is always 10 Points. 
At 2nd Tier, this total becomes (10 + (Glamour / 5)), and 
whenever you take a short rest, as well as regaining 
Chikara, your clothes also regenerate by 5 points. 
At 3rd Tier, whenever your clothes are destroyed (hence 
when Temporary hitpoints from them are depleted to 
zero), you may gain +1 Fan Loyalty Point. 
At 4th Tier, by spending 10 Chikara, you can substitute 
any Recovery roll you make for a Glamour roll instead. 
At 5th Tier, your Temporary Endurance total changes 
again to be ((Style / 2) + (Glamour / 5)). 

Dazzling Smile
Novice  Special Attack Power 

You gain the smile of the gods. Its amazing sheen literally makes 
a dinging sound effect and paralyses with its shiny-ness!

You can use your Charm dicepool to make a special 
attack against a foe. The hits cannot be parried with the 
Parry dicepool, but they can be parried with the Resolve 
dicepool, and they can be dodged. Dazzling Smile 
always deals 0 damage, but if it hits, you impose the 
Swooning X status effect on the foe, where X is the 
number of hits that got through the foes defences. 
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SPIRITUALISM 
Spiritualism, the domain of the Kan’nushi, is magic at its 
most natural. It uses prayer, ceremony, and mystical 
blessed charms to appease spirits and call upon their 
aid for the caster. 
Where Magisterium is overt and academic, Spiritualism 
is covert and pseudo religious in its application. Where 
Witchery relies on the benefit of chaos to override the 
universe, Spiritualism works within the bounds of the 
universe to create wonders. It is very effective at 
granting beneficial enchantments, healing, increasing 
talents, commanding the natural elements, and 
affecting the astral, spiritual, and supernatural. 

Favoured by: Kan’nushi. 

Spiritualism is a form of magic, and hence is a special, 
domain based discipline, sorted into nine Lesser
domains and five Greater domains. 

A domain consists of three related spells. 
When you want to buy a Spiritualism power, you 
can simply select a single spell from the set of 
three to purchase, or you can choose to buy the 
domain as a whole package. 
Buying a single spell from a Lesser domain is 
akin to buying a Novice power (2PP).  
Buying a single spell from a Greater domain 
costs the same as an Adept power (4PP). 
Purchasing an entire Lesser domain is akin to 
buying an Adept power. (4PP) 
Purchasing an entire Greater domain is 
equivalent to purchasing a Master power. (8PP) 
As per usual, if Spiritualism is a favoured
discipline for you, you count the costs for the 
powers as being 1 level simpler. (like a Novice 
power turns into a Simple one).
Greater Domains have prerequisites. If you 
meet these, you treat the Greater domain as a 
Lesser one for the purposes of cost. 
EACH spell you have counts as ONE power, 
and a entire domain still counts as THREE
powers. This is important when considering the 
12 power maximum limit for a character. 

Blessed Charm With blessed paper charms, you can ward 
areas and imbue objects with magic. 

Astral Shaping Shape spiritual power. It can boost your 
other spells and kill spiritual foes. 

For I am but Wind Call upon the kami of the air and sky to 
control  the winds in your favour. 

Awash amidst  
Water

Call upon the kami of the river and ocean 
to alter and cleanse waters flow. 

Heart of Wood Call upon the kami of the natural flora to 
alter plantlife, wood and paper. 

Cut from Stone Call upon the kami of the ground itself to 
tunnel, quake and control the earth. 

One with Flame Call upon the kami of the fires and flames 
to burn and combust those before you. 

Vessel of Glory Become a vessel for spiritual power, 
stronger, faster and blessed in all you do. 

Banishment Use binding needles to purify, exorcise 
and banish ill spirits and heal allies. 

Kami no Kurenai Make a pact with the Crimson Lord, flame 
of heaven, bringer of purity. 

Kami no Murasaki Make a pact with the Violet Lord, law of 
certainty, protector of knowledge. 

Kami no Shirogane Make a pact with the Silver Lord, light of 
truth, guardian of the realms.  

Kami no Konpeki Make a pact with the Azure Lord, wind of 
change, heart of the storm. 

Kami no Kuroguro Make a pact with the Black Lord, ichor of 
life, bringer of creativity. 

Greater Domains (8 PP all / 4 PP for single spell)

Lesser Domains (4 PP all / 2 PP for single spell) 
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Your quality calligraphy is great for powerful spell symbols and charms. Blessed Charm

Prerequisites: None Lesser Domain 

Circle of
Protection

Drawing a chalk circle set with charms of protection, you protect yourself against attack. 
COMPLEX UTILITY SPELL To cast: N/A 

Cost: Variable Threshold: 15 
Effects: When you finish incanting the spell, you impose the Shackled 

condition on yourself, but also gain +3 Parry dice and Damage       
Reduction 5 vs. All Magical Damage. You can choose not to recover 
from the Shackled status, but if it does end, the other benefits are lost.

Trap Charm After casting another spell, you imbue its energy into a charm to activate later.. 
INTERRUPT SPELL To cast: Succeed an Acumen Roll 

Effects: Use this as a reaction to completing another spell. If you     
succeed the roll, the spell does not discharge. It is stored for later use 

on a small runic charm. You can activate the spell any time in the   
future by spending 5 Chikara as an Instant Reaction.

Imbued Object You burn your previously created trap charms into objects, giving them spell-like abilities. 
COMPLEX UTILITY SPELL To cast: Requires a Trap Charm 

Cost: Variable Threshold: 35 
Effects: When you finish incanting, you use a Trap Charm, and apply it 
to an object or surface. The Charm is destroyed, and the rune it had is 
transferred to the subject. Choose a condition for its discharge. When 
that condition is met, the spell is cast. This may only occur once a day.

Permanent Benefit: Your skill with calligraphy means you develop fine manual dexterity. Increase your 
Acumen by 5 permanently as long as you possess at least one Blessed Charm spell.

The astral plane exists alongside the material, and you can shape its power. Astral Shaping

Prerequisites: None Lesser Domain 

Elysium Spiral You fire off a corkscrew blast of silvery power that’s anathema to the unnatural and spiritual. 
INSTANT ATTACK SPELL To cast: N/A 
Cost: 3 Chikara / Attack in Combo 

Damage Type: Supernatural Properties: Phasing, Versatile 

Serenity Wash Tapping into the spirit of an ally, you wash it with gentle astral energies, purifying its soul. 
ATTUNED UTILITY SPELL To cast: Succeed an Empathy Roll 

Effects: If you succeed the roll, an ally of your choice that you can see 
may immediately attempt a Recovery roll to end a status effect. 

Stream Breaker With a chant, you forcibly slash something's channel of magic closed, dispelling its effect 
ATTUNED UTILITY SPELL To cast: Spend 5 Chikara 

Effects: Once you spend the cost, choose any magical effect. You 
may attempt to dispel it with Stream Breaker. Begin an opposed      

dicepool action (with your Incant vs. Creators Resolve) vs. the Spells 
creator. If you win the roll, or the effect is a passive one, it is dispelled.  

Permanent Benefit: Your insight into the astral plane means that you’re good at perceiving the unusual. 
You gain +1 Perception dice when concerning things of supernatural origin as long as you possess at 
least one Astral Shaping spell.
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  An Example Combat
This section shows an example of how a combat works, if the rules still seem       
archaic to you. In this example, a PC controlled Gun slinging Mercenary called 
Kazuya has just caught up with his bounty, the beautiful and deadly Ronin, 
Hanako Garuwashi, whom is controlled by the GM. Combat has just begun. 

PC “No negotiations, eh?” 
GM “Her glare of irritation tells you otherwise. Looks like a fight. Time for Speed Factor.” 
PC “Okay, okay. That’s a Clash roll, yeah?  
GM “Yes, that’s right.” 

Kazuya’s Clash dicepool is 5, so 5D10 is rolled. He gets 3, 7, 2, 2 and 3, a rather lucky result. As this is 
a Clash roll, the pairs are eliminated, leaving only the 7. He therefore has a Speed Factor of 7, as 
this is all that remains. Hanako, rolled by the GM, ends up with 14. However, low numbers are     
better for Clash rolls, because, in the ‘Stack’ of initiative, 7 comes before 14. So Kazuya is first! 

GM “Well, with a 7, you’re going first.” 
PC “Wow! That was Lucky! I’m already holding my Desert Eagle, right?” 
GM “Yes, you pulled it out the holster when this chase began.” 
PC “So, I’ll attack. Pot Shot time!” 
GM “Go for it!” 

Kazuya knows Pot-Shot from Deadeye Shot’s Tanzutsu, allowing him to make attacks with Pistols. 
This means he gets to roll his Shoot dicepool to attack. His Shoot dicepool is 7, so 7D10 is rolled. 
He gets a 1, 3, 7, 3, 0, 1, 3. What is of note in this roll is the pair of 1/1, and the treble of 3/3/3. 

PC “I have a treble three here?” 
GM “Then that has mutability. You can change two of those 3’s into a 4/4 or a 2/2.” 
PC “Okay, then I’ll change it to a 4/4. The loose 3 is left behind though, right?” 
GM “Yes. Then you have an attack combo with two shots. A 1/1 and a 4/4. Hanako reacts   
 by Defending herself with a Parry.” 

Hanako has Steel Pact from Blademastery’s Kenkizuna, so she can Parry using her Katana, even 
though it is not normally defensive. She rolls her Parry dicepool to do this, which is 4 dice, so 4D10 is 
rolled. She gets a 3, 9, 7, 3. The 3/3 pair is the only important dice here, giving her a 3/3 Parry       
attempt. A Parry blocks all hits lower than it (in this case, 2/2 or lower). This therefore means that 
she blocks Kazuya’s first attack of 1/1, but is hit normally by the 4/4! 

GM “She is ready for your first shot, and swats the bullet aside with a flash of her blade. But 
 you were anticipating that, so you roll and shoot a second shot off from a weird angle. 
 Her arm cannot move quick enough to get it, so it grazes off her leg painfully!” 
PC “Yeah! Take that! I apply damage from that, yesh?” 

Kazuya has a Base Ranged damage of 4 (from 47 Accuracy). His Desert Eagle is loaded with   
standard FMJ ammo, so that adds an extra 3. (A .50 Cal Handgun is (Ammo +1), FMJ ammo is 2). 
>>Remember to figure out the total bonus for each attack ahead of time and write it down!<< 
This is added to the damage from the pair. The pair was a 4/4, so +4 is added. The single shot 
therefore deals a total of (4+3+4) = 11 damage, which the GM deducts from Hanako’s endurance 

GM “Its her turn now. She limps for a second, then angrily closes the distance with a leap, 
 her sword imbued with a fierce glow.” 
PC “Uh oh!” 

Hanako spends 10 Chikara to use her Imbued Strike from Blademastery’s Tengoken. This allows her 
to add +2 extra attack dice to this attack, adding to her usual attack dice pool of 6, for a total of 
8D10. She rolls a 8, 5, 7, 6, 8, 4, 8 and 8. Rather decent, as there are two strong 8/8 attacks there. 

PC “I’ll try to dodge it!” 
Kazuya rolls his Dodge dicepool to try and get out the way. He has a Dodge dicepool of 5 dice, 
so he rolls 5D10 for this, getting a 9, 9, 4, 7 and 4. This gives him two dodge attempts at 9/9 and 4/4 
respectively. Dodges cancel out singular, higher pairs on a one-one basis, rather than blocking all 
lower attacks. So, the 9/9 is useless, as it too slow. However, the 4/4 is lower (faster) than one of the 
strong 8/8 attacks, and so cancels it out. There is still one of the 8/8 attacks left though! 

GM “You side step the crashing jump, but she brings the blade up from its landing point in a 
vicious, curving arc that you do not see until the last moment, when it cuts into your side!” 
PC “OWWW!” 
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Talents 

Technique

Acumen

Mien

Evasion

Empathy

Glamour

Accuracy

Logic

Style

 Fortitude 

Prowess

Health

Recovery

Cunning

Acuity

Dice Pools 

Attack Shoot Parry Dodge 
Base:

(Class+ 1 for each 15 Technique) 

Base:

(Class+ 1 for each 15 Accuracy) 

Base:

(Class+ 1 for each 15 Fortitude) 

Base:

(Class+ 1 for each 15 Evasion) 

Temp. Bonus Temp. Bonus Temp. Bonus Temp. Bonus 

Incantation 
Base:

(Class + 1 for each 15 Empathy) 

Temp. Bonus 

Perception Deception Resolve Charm 
Base:

(2 + 1 for each 15 of : (Acuity + Logic)/2) 

Base:

(2 + 1 for each 15 of : (Cunning+ Evasion)/2) 

Base:

(2 + 1 for each 15 of: (Mien +Fortitude)/2) 

Base:

(2 + 1 for each 15 of : (Style +Glamour)/2)

Temp. Bonus Temp. Bonus Temp. Bonus Temp. Bonus 

Clash
Base:

(2 + 1 for each 15: (Prowess +Acuity)/2)

Temp. Bonus 

Name Pool/Roll Notes/Damage/FX 

   
   

Class:
(Base) 

Archetype:
(Package) 

Aura:
(Talent or Package) 

Personality:
(Package) 

Features:
(Hair, Eyes, Height etc.) 

Age:

Player Name:

Character Name:

Male/Female/Mixed 

Kaen Mizu Kaze Tsuchi Sora 

Endurance 
INJURY THRESHOLD 
(1/2 Endurance: _________) 

 < TickBox 
 When hurt  

MAX:
(Max = Health) 

Current: 

Temporary: 

Chikara 
Chikara in Object 

MAX:
(Max = Mien) 

Current: 

Status 

Status Effects 

Damage Reductions 

Favourite Powers Important Items Reference 
Artefacts, Items of Power, Equipment etc.
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Miscellaneous Statistics

Favoured
Disciplines:

(From Class or Package ~ It costs less PP to purchase its Powers)

Qualities: 

(Write your qualities and their current values; determines your level & PP) 

Fan-
Loyalty:

(Gained for being a good player: use to affect game reality in your favour!) 

Base Melee) 
Damage)

(+1 per 10 Prowess) 

Base Ranged) 
Damage)

(+1 per 10 Acumen) 

IQ:
(Logic x5) 

Lift: Kg.
(Prowess) 

Jump: M.
(Prowess /10) 

Hold-
Breath:

Min.

(Health /10) 

Powers (Maximum 12)Total PP: Used PP: 

Name Pool/Roll Discipline Notes/Damage/FX 

    

    

    

    

    

    

ARMY

Sidekicks: ________   Creatures: ________   
Minions: _________   Bishies:__________ 
Flunkies:_________    Others:__________ 

Notes:

ANIVENTURE 
Version V: Character Sheet  

Titles

Player Name:

Character Name:

Base Magic) 
Damage)

(+1 per 10 Cunning) 
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